Environmental Lab Performance

Improving Efficiency & Providing High-Quality Services
Overview

• Lab Services
• Outside Testing Revenue
• Lab Manager Recognition
• Lab Staff Performance and Recognition
We serve our community by providing high quality water, wastewater, recycling, and solid waste services to support a sustainable environment.
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Lab Revenue from External Testing

*External Testing Revenue through June 2017.*
Some of Our Top External Customers...

- City of Springboro
- Greene Co. Sanitary Engineering
- City of Fairfield
- City of Middletown
- City of Trotwood

(Left) Rick Pennington, Lab Analyst III, gives a tour of the Montgomery County Environmental Lab to WPAFB employees.
Lab Manager Recognition

Jim Davis, our Environmental Laboratory Manager, received the 2017 Laboratory Analyst Award from the Ohio Water Environment Association, which recognizes a laboratory analyst who demonstrates excellence and professionalism in the field.
• Lab staff ran blind samples as part of a Water Study, and all 51 results were evaluated as acceptable. Fourth study in a row where the lab achieved 100% acceptable results.
• Stephanie Lohman & Tonya Wyant promoted to Analyst III’s.
• Cherie Ambrose and Karen Hellmund to be promoted to Lab Analyst II’s after recent OEPA inspection.
Thank you to our Lab Staff for making us one of the most affordable, dependable, and accurate labs in the region!
Questions?

Brianna Wooten, Communications Coordinator
Montgomery County Environmental Services
Office: (937) 781-2532
Email: wootenb@mcohio.org